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Editor’s bit...
Firstly, apologies for the delay in getting out a second edition of the newsletter for 2019, that time
fairy’s been stealing again! Spring and early summer saw a spell of busy caving and renewed digging
efforts in two parts of Water Icicle. Autumn and the run-up to Christmas was quieter, culminating
with an entertaining exploration of two Via Gellia mines by candlelight just before Christmas (no writeup unfortunately). Let’s hope 2020 is busier.
New for this edition is a list of all the clubs we have reciprocal rights with - see page 26.
Karen
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CAVING IN ROMANIA by Simon Brooks
rub points are spread along the length of the rope rather than
concentrated in one area. Well it seemed to work OK. The
first pitch is followed by a second of -14m and then a third
of -12m to reach the main gallery. From here is pleasant,
mostly high canyon style passage to reach the main junction
(Marea Confluenta) where another streamway is met (Galeria
Marilor Gururi si Plansee). We followed this upstream along
more well decorated canyon passage, over boulders and under
large gour dams until the upstream sump was reached. We
then retraced our steps back to the junction and followed the
streamway eastwards towards the resurgence exit. Along the
route there is a mixture of more impressive canyon passage,
decorated chambers, low ducks (where the huge flowstone
gours almost block the passage and at one point some
climbing and a rope traverse to bypass a sumped section of
passage. Near to the entrance a very well decorated side
passage/oxbow can be followed and eventually the impressive
13m wide by 16m high Cioclovina cu Apa Resurgence
Entrance is reached. From there it was just a short (20 minute)
walk back across the snow covered fields to the cottage where
food had been prepared and drink laid out, whereupon we
feasted and drank into the small hours to celebrate my birthday
for the second time.

Pestera Ponoraci to Cioclovina cu Apa
through trip
Over the period of Wednesday 16th January to Monday 21st
January of this year [2019] Oana and I travelled out to
Romania to visit our little cottage in the Cioclovina, which is
situated in the Northern part of the Luncani Karstic Plateau not
far from the city of Hunedoara in SW Romania. The trip had
many purposes such as; do the Ponoraci to Cioclovina through
trip (nice to do in winter as during a freeze there is less water
in the cave) and visit our cottage and have a party for my 59th
birthday with caving friends from Romania.
We spent Thursday morning in Bucharest before travelling
over to Hunedoara with Bogdan in his Nissan XTrail, a
journey of about 5½ hours. Staying in Hunedoara for the
night the next morning we travelled up to Cioclovina calling at
Callan to pick up two friends who had caught the train down
from Cluj, and then on to the cottage. We were grateful for
the 4WD of the XTrail as this meant that we only had to get
out and push/dig our way through the deep snow on only one
occasion.
We left the XTrail at Milidora’s Farm (our neighbour) and
walked the 10 minutes up to the cottage, opened up and set the
fires to warm the place. That evening we made a trip into
Cioclovina Dry a 1.4km long cave that lies only 10 minutes
walk from the cottage. Before the 2nd World War the
sediments in the cave (largely phosphates) were mined for
munitions leaving what was a cave largely filled with
sediment now quite open and spacious. The cave is gated as it
is an important bat roost and contains many archaeological
artefacts such as piles of ancient animal bones. After the trip
we returned to the cottage and waited for other friends to
arrive.

Pestera Ponoraci to Cioclovina cu Apa through-trip is a classic
Romanian cave traverse giving a mildly sporting trip and a
great variety of underground scenery. The walk to Ponoraci
takes between 1.5 to 2 hours, the trip itself anything from 2.5
to 5 hours depending on how many side passages are also
explored and the walk back to the Cottage 20 minutes. It can
be undertaken all year round although care needs to be taken if
heavy rain is forecast as a section just downstream of the
pitches can flood and sump off. The trip is best done as a
through trip and if high water is encountered safety ropes
(AKA “get out of jail free ropes”) are permanently rigged to
the side of the pitches to allow an emergency exit if required.
To undertake the trip a permit is required from the Higher
Commission: Speleological Patrimony Comission. However,
most cavers seem to negate this by setting off to the sink late
in the day and emerging from the resurgence well after night
fall.

The following morning we had a leisurely breakfast, packed
our kit and set off through the forest and up the hill to Pestera
Ponoraci a pleasant walk of about an hour and a half in the
snow. The Ponoraci brook that rises on the plateau above
enters the system at Pestera Ponoraci (Ponoraci Cave) sink to
flow through the system and emerge at the impressive
Cioclovina cu Apa (Cioclovina with Water) resurgence
entrance that lies some 167m lower at a linear distance of
some 1,430m away. The cave system itself is around 6.3kms
in length and the through trip some 3.5kms.

Team: Simon Brooks (UK), Elena Buduran,
Ioana Craciunesui, Gabriel (Gabi) Constantinescu,
Ina Constantinescu, Tomi Pandi, Tudor Tamas and
Bogdan Timisescu.

A short distance from the Ponoraci Entrance the Ponoraci Hall
is reached and the first -23m pitch. This was rigged in
‘Canyoning Style’ by Gabi, an interesting technique that
avoids the use of deviations and re-belays to remove rub
points by allowing 1 to 2m of fresh rope to run through the
belays after each caver has descended thereby ensuring that

Acknowledgements: Many thanks to Oana for co-ordinating it
all (and preparing most of the food whilst we caved), Bogdan
for doing all the driving, Gabi for rigging and the rest of the
team for great company and a thoroughly enjoyable trip.
Simon Brooks
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WATER ICICLE CLOSE CAVERN - DIGS 2019 - Simon Brooks
The OCC have had a long relationship with Water Icicle due
to the fact that no one could really believe that the substantial
relic passage that is accessed by 30m mine shaft just ended!,
and the fact that's Water Icicle is very handy to the hut. Digs
by the club in the 1970 made relatively little progress in
finding new passage but were hugely successful in developing
techniques in 'underground camping' and 'alternative
approaches' (quite legal ones I hasten to add) to breaking
boulders.
In 2009 digging by the Club in the NW Passage choke saw a
significant breakthrough with the finding of Urchin Passage
that added 317m to Water Icicles original length of 213m.
This was followed by another breakthrough in 2010 when digs
in Cherty 2 passage, a side passage off of Urchin Passage,
added a further 150m to the length of the cave. Digging by the
club at the opposite end of the cave in South Passage saw yet
another breakthrough in 2012 when the discovery of Volcanic
Bug Pusher and Olympic Stroll Passage added another 200m
to Water Icicle.
Digging from this point onwards has seen slower but no less
important progress with the 'Oh No Choke' dig at the end of
Volcanic Bug pusher yielding 34m of dug passage in the
period 2012 to 2017 and the dig in the floor of the 'Elevator
Pitch' that lies at the northern end of Urchin Passage dropping
11.5m as a scaffolded shaft in the floor. 2016-2017 saw little
bits been added to the cave by the re-surveying and pushing of
various small avens and side passage with the most significant
discovery being in the floor of 'Rift Pot' a 9m pot that lies in
the floor of the main Cherty 2 Passage. Here a few digging
sessions opened a 4m deep rift, christened 'Chastity' that

descended to a perched boulder floor beneath which was
another pitch of 12m depth christened 'Hope' that terminated
in a 10 long by up to 4m wide aven passage in the floor of
which was a potential dig that was christened 'Faith'. Over
the period from 2008 to 2017 efforts by the club had seen
Water Icicle grown from a 213m long cave to a cave system of
just over 1,100m in length with a vertical range of 65m and
several interesting dig sites remaining.
2018 was a poor year for digging with many of the regular
OCC diggers being otherwise engaged with either their work
or family matters. However, 2019 has got off to a better start
and digging has re-commenced at the end of Urchin Passage
with Pete Wagstaff and Simon Wynn making another 3m of
passage in the dig and reaching the roof of a larger passage
that seems to be going forward. In the Rift Pot area the rather
suspect nature of the perched boulder floor between the 4m
deep Chastity Pitch and the Final 12m deep Hope Pitch finally
manifested itself when the boulders collapsed and the
floor/head of the pitch below literally dropped out and
Chastity and Hope are now one pitch of 13-14m depth (4m +
12m, less a 2m+ pile of boulders that used to be part of the
roof, = 13 to 14m). Recently, Pete Wagstaff, Phil Walker and
Simon Brooks have undertaken some stabilisation work, rerigged the pitches and started digging in the floor at the base
of the pitch. More work is required in respect of the
stabilisation and the re-rigging before further progress can be
made. Both digs, Rift Pot Dig marked as A and Urchin
Passage Dig as B, however offer potential so its a case of
'Watch this space'.
Simon Brooks

DARTMOOR - 10-14 APRIL 2019
After about 5 miles the Leftlake Pit is reached, a disused
flooded china clay pit. Here we met 3 wild swimmers – brave
folks as the water must have been frigid! We had a bright but
cold day with a strong cold wind blowing, and little shelter.

Thursday, 11 April - Dartmoor China Clay
A very early start got me from Kent to the Devon Speleo hut
by 08:30 on the Thursday morning. Pete had a good plan for
the day involving much variety and a good walk and no more
driving!

At Leftlake the first of a series of mysterious structures are to
be found above the track. These comprise concrete tanks and
sluices in a variety of shapes and sizes.

We took the preserved steam railway train from Buckfastleigh
to Totnes, pulled by a steam train.

A couple of miles further north we investigated a lot more
remains of tanks, sluices and leats, associated with the Red
Lake works. The ‘Volcano’ conical spoil heap is a distinctive
feature visible from many miles away. It was still hard to
make any sense of what we were looking at.

Then a BR micro-train (2 carriages with a diesel engine
underneath one) to Ivybridge.
From here we walked northwards on the Two Moors Way,
which initially climbs quite steeply to gain the height of the
Dartmoor upland. A good view back onto the Ivybridge
viaduct (still in use) which crosses the river Erme. Our walk
would eventually climb to the headwaters of this river.

At this point the two moors way veers off NE and we followed
it for many more miles back to Buckfastleigh via Scorriton. I
suppose we walked and enjoyable 14 miles or so in total.

After a mile of ascent the path joins and follows the Red Lake
tramway formation for many miles. This was built solely for
personnel and material access for the Red Lake china clay
works, 1911-33. The railway was of 3 foot gauge and
provides mostly easy walking with extensive views.

On returning home an internet search revealed the purpose of
the various mystery works.
At Red Lake a 130 feet deep shaft was sunk into the moor and
pumped by a powerful beam engine. The china clay was
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excavated by slurryfying it with water creating a large pit, then
pumped uphill to the multitude of tanks. These allowed
removal of sand and mica, and concentration of the desired
china clay. This was sluiced by gravity the 8 miles down to
Ivybridge in a pair of 9” earthenware pipelines, which we had
seen access covers into at intervals. How clever! Further
processing at Ivybridge created a saleable product. There
were also peat diggings up on the moor nearby.

Back at the car we spotted Pete for the first time in about 2
hours. Pete had spent more time looking at the Vitifer Mine
workings before walking over Birch Tor, completing a shorter
circuit.

Some interesting history here:

Friday, 12 April - Ten Tors Walk

http://www.legendarydartmoor.co.uk/redlake-tramway.htm

The others were heading to Finch Foundry and we left at the
same time, heading for Widecombe in the Moor. There were a
couple of false starts, but we got to Hemsworthy Gate and
stopped briefly to change maps before continuing to the car
park at Hound Tor.

Phil Wall, Pete Wag & Paul Thorne

4½ miles. 7C, cold wind
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne & Phil Wall

Paul Thorne

Friday, 12 April - Golden Dagger /
Vitifer Mine, Devon

Phil Wall

There was a trail of people walking up to Hound Tor and
another load already up there, walking, scrambling and
climbing. We walked between the two main towers and
dropped down the other side through the site of a medieval
village - odd spot, no water at all.

It was about a half hour drive from the bunkhouse in
Buckfastleigh along the B3357 to Two Bridges, then the
B3212 through Post Bridge to the car park at Bennets Cross,
east of Warren House Inn. Bennets Cross, a short distance
from the car park, marks the line of an ancient track across the
moor and the boundary between Vitifer Mine and Headland
Warrent Mine.

We then left the open moor and dropped through woodland to
a clapper bridge over the Becka Brook and began to climb
back up the other side heading for Smallacombe Rocks, where
we stopped for a drink.

The walk today was to first look at the remains of Vitifer Tin
Mine, then over to Headland Warren and return via Golden
Dagger Mine.

Dropping again we then climbed up Holwell Tor, passing a
stone tramway on the way up. (For more information about
the granite industry on Dartmoor, there is a book called
Haytor Granite: A Celebration, which may be of interest).
From there it was all up to Haytor Rocks, another real honey
pot site with two main towers and hordes of people. As we
climbed the western tower, the cause became clear because
there was a car park really close.

Vitifer Tin Mine remains were visible from the car park, with
the open cast workings showing as deep gulleys and the
flooded pits fenced off. We somehow managed to lose sight
of Pete within the first 15 minutes but thought we would spot
him sooner or later so carried on.
Next, we headed east up the shallow side valley to the remains
of Headland Warren Mine, which was not much more than
deep scars in the valley side. Walking over into the next
valley we arrived at Headland Warren Farmhouse. The small
enclosed field in front of the house had a couple of llamas
grazing in it. Still no sign of Pete. High on the hillside further
east we could see the walled enclosure of Grimspound, a
bronze age settlement.

After lunch we continued to Saddle Tor and down to the road.
We’d been looking across at our next summit - which was
quite big - and I couldn’t work out why I couldn’t see the wall
that ran across the lower slopes. It turned out (when we got to
the top) that it was Rippon Tor, not Pil or Top Tor at all.
Wrong car park!!!
Crossing the junction at Hemsworthy Gate we started towards
Top Tor and then cut cross country to Pil Tor, passing Foale’s
Arrishes Settlement and at least one round structure. We
finally headed straight up and got to Pil Tor, which was fairly
non-descript. Top Tor, wasn’t anything to write home about
either really, so I was glad we’d done Rippon.

We now walked south, down valley, towards the medieval
village of Challacombe. On both sides of the valley and into
the valley bottom was evidence of tin mining, with deep scars
and disturbed ground where tin had been worked.
Challacombe village had not been completely abandoned as
people were still living there. At the southern end of the
village we found the remains of the medieval houses. The
roofs had long gone but most of the external walls were
preserved. Adjacent to the houses we could see small fields
enclosed by dry stone walls.

Continuing, we crossed another road and passed another car
park and began to drop towards Bonehill Rocks. We stopped
for a final hot drink and snack and on to Bonehill Rocks,
which is impressive, then a steep climb up to Bell Tor, which
just about finished me off! From there we dropped down to
the road and then onto Holwell Down (briefly), which is an
enclosed riding area. The ‘allowed’ path followed the route
my walk suggested, but Paul’s map (Harvey’s) showed a track
paralleling the road, so we took that and had to climb over the
fence to get out again! From there it was a bit of a trek the last
km and a half along the road back to the car park.

Turning north we started to look for evidence of Golden
Dagger Mine. We stopped for lunch first, sheltering in the lee
of some gorse bushes to give us a break from the cold wind
that had been blowing all morning.
At the mine we found a buddle. The vegetation had been
cleared for this one so it was easy to spot but more were close
by, partially hidden in the undergrowth. We also found
Dinah's House and Stamp's Wheelpit. Continuing north, up
valley, we retraced our steps through Vitifer Mine.

8¾ miles (14.1km) - Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon
Karen Slatcher
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On the very end, Paul spotted a small path that crossed the
track, so we turned right uphill and followed it straight up to
Bench Tor. Very nice tor with three distinct parts, quite a
number of Dartmoor ponies grazing around it and two ewes
with small lambs.

Saturday, 13 April - Finch Foundry
Morning trip to Finch Foundry at Sticklepath, between
Oakhampton & Newton Abbot. A fascinating site besides the
River Taw, which touches the 18th C Quaker burial ground
within the properties gardens. The main building originally a
woollen mill with a later addition of a grist mill was turned
over to edge tool production by William Finch in 1779, his
wife Suzanna regularly travelled to Tavistock market to sell
the tools. Main trade was the mines and as mining production
varied so did his business, such that after flooding the local
pub and overdosing on Laudanum William’s property passed
to Rebecca who built the business back up to produce 400
tools a day. These included shovels, scythes, sickles and even
a sophisticated mole trapping device.

Back at the reservoir after the first loop, we followed the
western side of the reservoir, we came to a gate and as my
map indicated we should go inside, we did. However, further
along I became convinced we needed to be outside, so we
flailed through undergrowth and then had to turn back and
happened across a stile.
At the next corner, we dropped into a deep and dry channel
and Paul suggested we stop for a brew. Sitting and eating my
butty and looking at the map I realised where we were and that
there was a path straight ahead up the hillside along with a
couple of leats. We could see a couple walking their dog
along one of them.

The National Trust now own it and give regular
demonstrations of Drop, Tilt and Shear hammer workings all
run by two water wheels. The upstairs section now houses a
grinding exhibition again water driven.

After our brew we started up, came to the second dry leat and
started walking along it. Mistake number three! I believe if
we’d gone further up we’d have come to a running leat
(according to the maps), the path above them and the mine
workings that I really wanted to see. But no, we agreed we
could cut across the next couple of valleys and pick up the
path that went past Horn’s Cross and all would be well. Was
it buggery!

Tea was taken in the gardens before motoring over to Hennock
in search of the Teign Valley mines. After dropping June off
in Newton Abbot to find ancestors we arranged to meet back
up at Buckfastleigh for evening meal.
Eventually we parked opposite the school in Hennock and
wandered down into the woods above Beadon Brook along
with our key for Great Rock / Hennock mine gate. Followed
the higher tracks and soon came across the shafts, all protected
but with little sign of easy access, so we dropped down to the
lower path and soon found four adits going into the hillside.
Two had connections to higher workings but no obvious
through trips for the oversuited only explorer. Tainted with
red from the micaceous haematite that reopened the mine in
the 1900s. The original mine was called Hennock Iron and
Tin mine and opened in the early 19th C, closing in 1969.

The first valley was straight forward enough, but with the
second one we were going too far to the east, so at the top end
we just climbed straight up the hillside until we reached the
practically non-existent path. We’ve been spoilt with walks in
the Lakes and even on Kinder where the paths are distinct on
the ground. One of the issues we were having was that the
paths on the ground didn’t seem to match either map (OS or
Harveys)!!!

This area being on the edge of the Dartmoor granite and the
boundary with limestone provides a whole gambit of minerals,
including: Tin, Silver Manganese galena, barytes, calcite,
quartz, fluorspar, cerussite, siderite and limonite and small
amounts of stibnite (antimony ore).

Finally on a path of sorts, we could now see the Cross in the
distance along with a line of stones nearby. Heading straight
from A to B does seem to be the best way of dealing with
Dartmoor, although not something I would prefer as it can be
really hard work. And we weren’t finished yet!

An obvious overgrown track above our levels drew us into two
more levels which with ropes would have been descendable.
Guide rollers along the trackway gave a clue to the
transportation of the minerals. Interesting day but long and
too late for evening meal but chip shop in Buckfastleigh still
open for a quick meal.

From Horn’s Cross we continued on the same line straight to
the car park at Combestone Tor, another nice little tor. Here
we stopped for another drink. The last stretch was a short way
along the road and down a track to pick up the Holne Moor
Leat.
It sounded like a very pleasant way to finish the walk,
contouring along the hillside practically back to the car park.
Unfortunately there was no proper path, so a lot of it was
walking on the sides of your feet on a slope, plus bog and
boulder hopping. Eventually we reached a point where there
was ‘supposed’ to be a track to follow (according to the
Harvey’s map). Said track never materialised (not that either
of us saw anyway), so we just kept going. Eventually the car
park came into view and a way to cut across so we didn’t have
to walk down the road, so we took that. Nice walk, even with
the hard walking towards the end.

Pete Wagstaff

Saturday, 13 April - Venford Reservoir
& Holne Moor
We parked at the wrong car park again! Although it didn’t
really matter (and in hindsight, we probably wouldn’t have
done the best bit if we hadn’t done it first!).
We crossed the dam and turned north (left) to follow the
Venford Brook valley. Dropping to stream level we followed
a really nice trackway, obviously man-made and this
continued through mossy oak and birch woodland around the
end of the promontory overlooking the River Dart.

6½ miles (10.1km+0.5km-ish) - Karen & Paul
Karen Slatcher
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TRIP REPORTS
became crawling around large stal bosses that intruded into the
low passage.
James had skipped off ahead, but Keith had forgotten his
gloves and my hands were cold as well. We stopped briefly
where it was high enough to stand and Gareth went after
James. We went a bit further and they returned saying there
was a dive line not too much further. Getting into deeper
water approaching the dive line, I saw it and turned around.
Then began the fun part getting out again.
I gave James a knee-up to get up the short climb into the
horrible traverse, then I stood on Gareth’s shoulder to get
enough height to traverse over the next climb. The duck was
fine and I posed for a photo, but I’d gone through too soon and
James wasn’t ready with the camera.
The bit I’d been dreading was the slot at the top of the ramp.
The ramp was mostly climbable and I then put my jammers on
the up rope and told the couple waiting to get ready for the
entertainment. I fairly quickly realised that having my Croll
on the rope wasn’t helping and with Gareth approaching from
below, I took it off, made a concerted effort and with his help
managed to emerge into the chamber above.
We continued and came to the first of the 45m pitch. I
finished the last of the drink I’d left at the bottom and
collected my small red bag. I made a real hash of getting off
the rope, suddenly getting cramp in my left quad, which was
really worrying. I found that relaxing it and rubbing it finally
sorted out, but for a while after I could feel all sorts of muscles
cramping. I managed the second part of the pitch and
overtook James, who’d taken the 20m bag I was supposed to
take and began to plod slowly along passage. Somehow or
other I managed to get up all the small cascades, even a couple
that just didn’t look possible, and - expecting the others to
catch me up any minute - emerged back into the sunshine
absolutely buggered!
The others weren’t far behind and we partially de-kitted and
set off back to the car. James disappeared into the distance in
not quite the right direction towards limestone pavement and against my better judgement - I went with the others on a
small path that petered out. We found a tiny valley and
followed that down through a couple of levels, but when we
reached the wall we were far too far to the north of the main
Chapel-le-Dale valley. Fortunately having wandered about a
bit, I found the watch that James had dropped on the way up,
so that was a bonus. Walking back along the wall, we passed
a short kink in the wall and found the right stile.
TUG: 4 hours - Keith Slatcher, Gareth Harrison, James
Harrison, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher.
Karen Slatcher

Friday, 19 April - Tatham Wife
It was a tortuous walk up. It was warm (thank god I was
walking in a t-shirt) although there was a cool breeze. I
thought I was relatively walking fit, but obviously not! We
eventually arrived and crashed on the grass for a rest before
kitting up.
We dropped in one by one and I was last in following James,
who shot off. The initial passage is typical stream passage,
meandering and fairly low, mostly walking, but with a couple
of places where it’s just easier to drop to hands and knees.
There are a number of cascades further on and a large
chamber, everything dropping steeping into the depths.
We eventually arrived at the first pitch, which is a straight
forward double drop, not particularly big. From there the
walking passage continued to the head of the big pitches, one
into a chamber and then on the same rope, another drop
beyond. Paul had fallen to the back at the head of the first
pitch, but he came down that and I continued onto the second
part. I landed at the bottom and was waiting when he called
down to say his shoulder was playing up and he wasn’t
continuing. He dropped the bag down the rope and I pulled it
down the second half from the shelf.
Left behind now, I floundered my way along more passage
and into the hading rift that leads to the awkward squeezy bit.
Removing foot loop, descender and foot jammer, I started
along and it wasn’t as bad as I remember, although I suspect
we may have tried to go over the top when it’s easier to just
crawl! Approaching the squeezy bit, I could see lights ahead
and breathed a sigh of relief. Keith suggested I went under the
blockage and with low water levels this was fine, I didn’t mind
getting wet, so I chucked him the bag and grovelled.
Another short section of passage and we got to the head of the
35m pitch. After a while looking around for a back-up, which
is a thread in a big boulder on the left, Keith headed off. I’d
been sat on the side and suddenly found myself at the back
again as James overtook me (I don’t think I was going fast
enough!). We landed after the first part and Keith had already
squeezed through the slot onto the ramp pitch, which is very
odd - a steeply hading rift, but too steep to down climb.
The passage was bigger from that point, but still dropping and
there were more small drops until we reached the duck. This
wasn’t too bad actually, although it’s quite narrow and kind of
continues the far side, more awkward than anything else. Now
thoroughly wet and cold - the water was bitterly cold - we
continued tromping along more decorated passage plus
another section of hading rift, large stals and curtains hanging
into the passage. There were a couple of awkward drops that I
knew would be tricky going up and a section of traversing that
I didn’t like at all, a climb down that Keith helped with and we
reached the last pitch.
The Y hang for this is quite a long way out and narrow
immediately below it. James tried to turn around and got
stuck briefly (see photo on page __) and then moved back
towards me and Gareth and went down. Two-thirds of the
way down, was a shelf and the rest of the drop was down a
sort of gully into a deep pool. The last section of passage from
there was awkward walking / stooping / crawling and then it

Saturday, 20 April - Rowten Pot - Big Gully
route
After the walk up the hill, in ridiculous heat dressed in furry
suits that did their job too well, we all collapsed onto the grass
baking in the sun, before heading underground where it was
much cooler.
We headed underground though the greasy gully and down
following the water. The first couple of pitches going without
a hitch. I personally found the traverse ok, but it is known to
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be tricky. There was an airy traverse above the main pitch
which was interesting in places due to the lack of foot holds at
each of the rebelays.
Karen, Paul and Simon turned back at the bottom main
chamber. Keith continued to rig down to the sumps of the
combination of the flyover route and direct route to avoid the
water and an awkward traverse. On the way out, we caught up
with Simon again toward the top of the main shaft.
TUG: 3.5 hours - James Harrison, Gareth Harrison, Paul
Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Keith Slatcher, Simon Wynne and
Charles Bailey
James Harrison

away, we could just pick out the single tree and the fence
surrounding Pant Mawr Pot.
The 2 metal belay stakes just outside the fence were bent in
the wrong direction to rig from so Keith made safe to the 2
strainer posts for the hand line on the steps down to the first P
hanger. The rock bridge just down from the second P hanger
made for a convenient stance to rig the main 'Y' hang. The
main pitch was a lovely 16m free hang down the daylit open
pot.
Once we were all at the bottom we explored the short distance
upstream, along a narrow rift passage, to the waterfall.
Walking downstream from the entrance shaft the sides and
roof of the large passage were formed of very fractured rock.
In places we could see blocks wedged in the roof. We couldn't
work out what was holding some of them up so we didn't
linger underneath.
At the first boulder choke we stayed too high and missed the
way on. Paul and Karen were at the back and found the way
down through the choke to the stream. The second boulder
choke followed soon after, bringing us into straw chamber. A
superb little chamber with, as the name suggests, white straws
and also many helictites. We climbed down the oxbow in the
right hand wall to bypass the rest of the boulder choke.
The passage beyond descended and become larger. There was
some fine stal and more straws, and a stal curtain named the
'Sabre'. The passage ended in the third boulder choke.
A short, easy climb up through the boulder choke brought us
into the Great Hall. To the right we found the Organ Loft and,
up a short climb and squeeze, the Vestry. Returning to the
Great Hall we followed the passage downhill until we met the
stream again. Further on, and low down on the right, water
gushed in from a hole in the wall, named 'the fire hydrant'.
The large stream passage, again comprising of the fractured
rock, gradually became smaller until it changed character to
become a narrow rift passage. After a distinct dogleg in the
passage it soon closed down to stooping height ending in the
terminal sump. We waited for everyone to gather here. Karen
went for a closer look at the sump and nearly ended up going
for a swim!
The return to the entrance was straightforward and we had no
problems negotiating the 3 boulder chokes.
This was a great trip. We were all surprised by the quality of
the formations in the cave. It was worth it just for straw
Chamber. It only took an hour to walk to the pot and, with
most of it on either tramroad or forestry road, a good cave to
keep on the trip list.
TUG: 2 ½ hrs - Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon,
Paul Wagstaff (visitor from Ireland) and Phil Wall
Phil Wall

Sunday, 21 April - Jingling Pot
It was quite busy at Ribblehead and the Hill Inn driving over
from Hawes, but no-one in Kingsdale after meeting for
breakfast in Inglesport. A slow walk up the hillside in strong
sunshine.
At the pot Keith realised he had forgotten to put the battery
back in his light, and my dad had lost his spare head torch
somewhere on the walk up the fell. Fortunately Keith's
backup light was sufficient.
Given Jingling is quite short (no need for a speedy trip) I
rigged to get a bit of practice and give Keith a break.
Relatively straightforward rigging down Lateral Cleft to the
bottom of the main shaft, which is quite impressive. Karen
and Paul turned back (Karen not feeling too good after greasy
chips the night before) whilst the rest of us pottered to the
bottom. No rope on the dig so gave that a miss.
James actually managed to carry a bag out (well it was only
10-20m of rope). On the way out we bumped into two
practicing rigging who had just done the shelf near the
entrance, but passed without difficulty.
Back to glorious sunshine and, after battling with hundreds of
badly parked cars near the waterfalls walk, a drink and snack
in an almost deserted Inglesport.
TUG: 2½-3hrs - James Harrison, Gareth Harrison, Tony
Harrison and Keith Slatcher (Karen Slatcher and Paul Lydon).
Gareth Harrison
Paul and I just made it underground, dropping down to the
ledge before deciding to go and eat cake instead! Ed

Saturday, 18 May - Pant Mawr Pot
Bright sunny day, 12˚C.
Keith arrived at Penwllt on Saturday morning, the rest of us
had stayed overnight. The weather looked really good for the
walk up to Pant Mawr. Paul W and Phil had been walking the
previous day and found the entrance so we anticipated no
route finding difficulties.
We walked up the tram road past OFD top entrance and
carried on through the gate at the top of the hill. The gradient
on the tram road was much easier now as we walked past a
number of disused quarries to join the new logging road.
Clearly a lot of money had been spent on construction, with a
good limestone topping and no potholes. We followed the
road east for about 1km and, at the top of the hill, went
through a gate onto the open moor. Over to the east we could
see a forestry plantation and to the south east, about 1km

Sunday, 19 May - Porth yr Ogof
Leaving Paul behind (as he’d left his oversuit back at Penwllt),
the four of descended the steps/path down to the river and
turned left to walk towards the impressive entrance. This was
the scene of one of my very earliest trips, probably my second
ever cave and it’s always had a place in my heart because of
that. Jug Holes (my first cave) not so much!
Walking into the huge bedding, we were drawn ahead to the
inevitable debris that litters the entrance. I can’t remember if
the trees are the same ones as fifteen years ago, but it seems
likely.
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We started into the stooping passage just to the right of the
main stream pool, but Phil and Paul were distracted by a pool
to far right, so we had a look in that area first, mostly crawling
passage in at least two levels. We also found a tackle bag
below one of the upper entrances.
From there we found our way across to the main bedding and
headed off into chest deep water and across to J and K
entrances - in one and out the other - I’d forgotten the anomaly
of the direction of the water! You come out of a hole with the
water running ‘downhill’, but when you get to the other hole,
the water appears to be running ‘uphill’ and it takes some
thinking about to work out what’s going on.
We then had a look at the resurgence, which was open (I
suspect as usual) and then explored the passage that loops
from that area back into the bedding. I don’t remember ever
doing that before, but it’s likely we did.
Back across the bedding, I tried to work out where we needed
to go to Winky’s, as this was the obvious next place to go, but
we found ourselves in the fossil streamway, apparently known
as ‘The Creek’, and we found the beginning of the crawl to
Hywell’s Grotto instead. At the far end of the Creek is the exit

from the Toilet. The kids we’d heard earlier were going
through the Toilet, so there was a lot of squealing and we
climbed up on the left out of the way.
After some more searching I had to admit that I had no idea
where to go to find Winky’s. I’m still at a loss! Perhaps the
bit that I got the other three to clamber up into, was Winky’s
after all. But I used to be able to manage that myself and I
certainly couldn’t now!! (Perhaps that’s age!).
We went back to the Letter Box and the Toilet and then
crossed the main bedding to find the start of the Washing
Machine, which was just about as wet as I remember, despite
low water levels. Apparently, most of the water in the cave
comes from that inlet. What I didn’t remember was the bit
where you have to clamber over a rock fin and into another
inlet, which is wider and higher and is the exit to the
Tradesman’s Entrance. All in all a very enjoyable re-visit to a
fun cave.
TUG: 1 hour (maybe!) - Karen Slatcher, Keith Slatcher,
Phil Wall & Paul Wagstaff.
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 8 June - Huglith Mine

Once we had slithered under the wire fence and into the
entrance there was a draughting walking size passage, we soon
found pieces of Baryte, a very white crumbly dense mineral as
heavy as Galena. We kitted up and rigged our first pitch on
three in-situ plate hangers, Pete went first rigging a deviation
after about 5m vertically down to account for the remaining
drop which was about 20 degrees off vertical. On us both
reaching the bottom we met Mike who had walked along the
adjoining level to meet us by some impressive copper staining.
Following Mike back along the level we met up with the
others and continued to the end to try and find Pete’s
“impressive huge cavern with water in the bottom” which we
now think must have been fictitious as it was nowhere to be
found. Pete was however determined and disappeared down
the edge of a very fresh-looking rubble collapse only to return

I picked up Pete and Mark and headed down the A38
following the satnav, the route was easy but we went a little
wrong a few miles from the mine. The satnav recalculated
another route and off we went down the single-track lanes.
After a while a narrow surfaced road turned into cobbles,
grass, mud and huge puddles, fortunately we were in the Land
Rover and enjoyed the green-laning experience; the other end
of the track was very close to the meeting place where we met
up with Keith who had started down the same lane but decided
it wasn’t the place for a Jaguar to go and found another route.
Shortly after our arrival Em arrived and our guide, Mike; we
kitted up and headed off up the forestry track. We had enough
people for an exchange trip so Pete and I headed up to one
entrance while Mike, Em, Mark and Keith went to the other.
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a couple of minutes later disappointed. This is when we first
encountered a bat, who visited us a few times up to when we
exited.
On the way back along the level we all firstly dropped down a
slope to try and find the “impressive huge cavern with water in
the bottom” it wasn’t their either but we did find a flooded
shaft and lower level.
Back up to the first level there were a number of pitches down
to the same depth as we’d just been but we’d have needed a
boat to traverse between them. Pete and I went down the first
one to find a thin blue line for using as a pull along for a boat,
we then saw a light in the distance which was Keith having
descended the adjacent pitch. As we couldn’t go any further
without swimming we headed back up and dropped down the
pitch were the others had gone.
This level had a number of mining artefacts such as a wheel
barrow, tins, a cart base, possibly a cigarette packet; it also had
some impressive blue/green covered areas from copper
dissolution / deposition and some unspoilt gypsum crystals
which Mark pointed out.
After a good look round and a few photos we all headed back
up and made our ways out the ways we didn’t come down.
The way Pete and I went out was a slippery silt covered
sloping slab to a dogleg near the top which had quite deep
‘mulch’ covered ledges blown or washed in from the surface.
The walk back to the car was in heavy rain which continued
for a while and progressed to a thunderstorm; on arrival of the
other party, Keith said he could hear the thunder from
underground, it was quite loud.
TUG 4 hours - Keith Slatcher, Pete Wagstaff,
Emerald Thomas, Mark Silo (and Mike Worsfold).
Andy Cavill

Sunday, 7 July - Sunset Hole
After the initial grovel and streamway, we reached the first
very short pitch. It’s easiest done from the streamway below,
so you don’t get yourself completely jammed into the rift
further up, like I did.
After another short section of passage - where I sat in a
puddle, I was so hot! - we came to the second pitch. Keith
rigged the traverse and I managed to fall off on the second
section, at which point Claire said she hadn’t realised we
could hang on it. I dragged myself along and got down the
pitch and we continued to the third pitch, which I’ve already
forgotten.
That might have been the one where I buggered up and had to
use my foot loop to get enough height to get my cows tails off
(or was that the second? D’oh!) So one way or another, I’d
shown her how to completely £*^k up each pitch!!
Very shortly after the third pitch and around the corner was
the final pitch. Claire had absolutely no problem whatsoever
with the snugger pitches in Sunset, which is good as most
Yorkshire caves are more like that than Sell Gill, so hopefully
whatever we do next she’ll be OK with. Goodness knows
when that’ll be though!
TUG: 2 hours - Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher &
Claire Ellis.
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 10 August - Cwmorthin Slate Mine
Abbie and I arrived at the Lakeside Café a few minutes early
so got our breakfast order in and while we were waiting, Pete,
Keith then Simon turned up. It was raining heavily, so we
were surprised at the number of other hardy types that were
gathering in the café, some looking very damp. After
devouring platefuls of fried stuff, we drove up to the car park
and changed. Mercifully, the rain held off just long enough
for us to change without getting cold and wet inside our
undersuits.
Heading up to the mine, the amount of water coming down the
waterfalls and through the metal channels in the path was
impressive. Cresting the rise at the top of the climb, we were
met with a blast of wind that would have blown helmets away
if they weren’t strapped on.
There was the tail end of an instructed team entering the mine
as we arrived, and they waved us in which I was relieved
about after my crushed-finger-in-the-lock incident last time
here. We kitted up at the workshop next to the incline and
headed down. The instructed party had started at the lake side
of the incline so we headed down to the bottom where we met
the water, and turned right to splash further into the mountain.
We had vague memories of the layout from previous trips, so
we arrived easily at the first climb and via ferrata. Although a
physical challenge, everyone was soon across though the
plastic pipe around some of the ropes did cause problems for
those of us with smaller gated carabiners – something to
remember for future trips. After an intimidating traverse back
across the roof of the chamber, we reached the first zip wire.
We were one pulley short, but remembered that this zip wire
has a passage connecting the start and finish, so Keith went
first and then returned along that passage to pass his pulley on
for Simon. The rest of us then zipped across, with Keith
giving scores out of 10 for artistic impression.

Saturday, 6 July - Sell Gill Holes, Fossil
Route
Keith and Chris set off down the Goblin Route while the rest
of us went down the Fossil Route.
Claire was fine on the first pitch, the second was a bit wobbly
on the traverse (because it’s too high and throws you off
balance), but the third was a step too far. She was struggling
with being faced with a big black space, but managed the top
part, but then Paul had to do some re-rigging because the rope
was too short. This may not have been too bad, but Claire was
clipped onto the first bolt to the lower part of the pitch and she
needed to turn around so she could lean back off the pitch and
it all became a step too far.
She was quite happy on the ledge however, so I left her
clipped onto the loop of rope while I bobbed down to the
bottom and the four of us went to the bottom of the chamber.
It was relatively dry and Keith and Paul went for a quick
grovel. Paul went back up first and I de-rigged. Going up
Claire was absolutely fine. The boys were already on the
surface when we got there. Took off some of my kit and we
walked back to the cars.
TUG: 2½ hours - Keith Slatcher, Chris Jackson, Paul Lydon,
Karen Slatcher & Claire Ellis.
Karen Slatcher
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A couple of climbs up slopes to a higher level, and then a
sequence of zip wires and bridges-of-death followed. We
fashioned a pulley return rope out of a 20m rope and
everyone’s slings tied together. In the end, the slings proved
unnecessary, so a 20m rope can serve as both an emergency
rope and pulley return rope if needed.
When we got back to the incline, we headed back down again
and completed the traverses and zip lines on the lake side of
the incline. We met another instructed group at the first zip, as
they came off the Goliath zip line, but kept ahead of them.
We climbed partway up the incline and then turned back over
a traverse across another damaged bridge and then paused for
a drink and snack (Pete’s Swedish Fish) on the ledge above a
chamber with a jib-crane at the base. As we waited, we
watched the instructed group zip across the chamber below us.
Finally, we headed back up the steps in the chamber next to
the freefall jump and made our way out of the mine. The lock
failed to claim any injuries on the way out, and we managed to
change into dry clothes while the rain briefly held off.
We all headed back to the Lakeside Café for tea and cake, but
Abbie and I were disappointed by the cake choice so we
headed off to hand the key back in at the Conwy Falls Café
where the cake, hot chocolate and posh coffee selection was
more acceptable.
Summary: Fried stuff and Cake, interspersed with some
amazing underground fun. 10 out of 10, will definitely do
again.
TUG: 3hrs 45mins - Chris Jackson, Abbie Brocklesby,
Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher and Simon Wynne.
Chris Jackson

The three of us met up about half way down Bitch Pitch on a
convenient ledge with Pete looking at the amount of water
cascading out across the balance of the pitch. After failing to
find another deviation to get us out of the water it was decided
to leave the ropes there for the next two pitches and exit with a
view of finishing the rigging and doing RoV another time.
Charles went up first while I stowed the bags safely on a
handy shelf away from the water and then followed him up, at
quite a speed for the first section as the waterfall and draft was
quite refreshing on my old moth-eaten oversuit!
Back along the Cartgate, without bags this time so was much
easier, up the slim climb through the waterfall, along the deep
crawl and back to the base of the entrance pitch, which
Charles was already quite a distance up.
I went up next, it was a nice ascent as the shaft isn’t too wide
so you can span it for a rest and keep yourself more upright
against one of the walls, I reached the scaffold platform just
beneath the lid to see Pete at the rebelay below, and climbed
out into the rain with some sad looking sheep!
When we got back the car Charles was warming up in his
steamed-up car and Pete and I got changed in torrential rain,
jumped in the car as quick as we could and headed back.
It was wet but nevertheless a great trip, looking forward to
bottoming it when it’s drier.
TUG 3 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Charles Bailey & Andy Cavill
PS: I took my GoPro as it was my first time down JH, video
here… https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxIOZ6m-ZKI
Andy Cavill

Saturday, 5 October - Oxlow Caverns to
Maskhill Mine Exchange

Saturday, 28 September - James Hall Over
Engine Mine

As JH was still too wet it was decided to do an Oxlow –
Maskhill exchange trip and retrieve the ropes from JH at a
later date.
The seven of us assembled either at the layby or Oxlow farm
and paid our dues.
As some of the club ropes were still down JH I brought along
two of my own to do the first and fourth Oxlow pitches whilst
Keith took a number of ropes including a 100m to do
Maskhill.
I headed up to rig Oxlow followed by Pete and Paul T while
Keith, Sam, Paul and Karen headed up to Maskhill.
The first pitch was rigged with a slight deviation and a rebelay
after the bottom to get down the Armco barrier section, Pete
followed down and after a discussion about what rope lengths
we had available swapped my 35m for a 20m to do the second
pitch as it was considered that the 20m may be a bit short for
the fourth.
I rigged the second pitch with a deviation as, because of the
rain that week, had a small flow splashing down it. The slope
down to the third pitch was wetter than I’d seen it in the past
and the water going off the third pitch presented quite a
cascade.
The third pitch was rigged with a Y-hang off the right hand
wall and a deviation a few meters down to avoid the water, it’s
an awkward deviation to reach and clip into but with the
goading advice from above I performed the required leap of
faith to clip into, which I was happy to receive compliments of
a ‘textbook manoeuvre’!! I carried on down and swung
quickly under the water and landed on the ramp.
Continued on page 17

Rigging trip in preparation for exploring “The Ride of the
Valkyries” the following weekend.
Pete and I made our way to Rowter Farm to find Charles
already parked up, we paid our trespass fees, kitted up and
headed over to the hummocks containing the JH lid.
Pete rigged the 50m entrance pitch with a nice ‘Y’ hang
rebelay about half way down and we all met up again at the
start of the Cartgate with our 3 remaining 60m ropes.
It had been raining for most of the previous week, I had no
point of reference but Pete noted that the Cartgate was usually
dry overhead and the water filled traverses were fuller than
usual.
We headed off down the Cartgate, some sections were very
wet overhead and the traverses were made more awkward with
having the usual footholds underwater. One crawling section
which was usually dry was quite deep but fortunately this
overflowed into a small rift so wouldn’t get any deeper for the
return.
After a slim slither down a short drop through a waterfall we
reached the top of Bitch Pitch, a fine looking rift with some
very useful stemples at the top to traverse out on. The spray
and draughting was quite considerable which fogged up Pete’s
glasses and hindered rigging. Pete went down off a wellplaced Y-hang to a deviation several meters down and shouted
back up for me to see if there was another higher deviation as
it he was getting rather wet. On ‘rope free’ I traversed out
further and spotted a bit of tat sticking out attached to a P bolt
which made a much better hang for going down and prusiking
back up.
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DIGGING IN WATER ICICLE CLOSE CAVERN

Pete at the top of Rift Pot

The dig at the far end of Urchin Passage

The dig at the bottom of Hope Pitch

Urchin Passage dig face
(All photos: Simon Brooks)
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DARTMOOR - 14-18 APRIL 2019

Finchley Hammer

Phil’s underground transport

Hennock Mine display truck in Hennock village
Stope in Great Rocks Mine Adit
All photos: Pete Wagstaff
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EASTER IN YORKSHIRE - 19-22 APRIL 2019

James descending Rowten Pot’s ‘Big Gully’ Route
James on the traverse into Jingling Pot

James prusiking out of Jingling Pot

Main shaft, Jingling Pot

Photos: Rowten Pot - Karen Slatcher and Jingling Pot - Tony Harrison (Gareth’s father)
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HUGLITH MINE - 8 JUNE 2019

Mike Worsfold & Pete Wagstaff

Stemples in flooded shaft

All photos: Andy Cavill
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TRIP REPORTS 2019 Cont’d
Up a boulder pile a crawl enters EPOCALYPSE WAY, well
taped and very pretty in places like the WHITE COMPANY.
We did a brief detour to look at the start of URCHIN
OXBOW, and stopped where it is barred off by conservation
tape. There are spectacular ‘starburst’ crystal formations here
in pristine white condition, really amazing. Eventually the
KITCHEN is reached.
Up a boulder slope ANTLER PASSAGE is reached, soon
passing the Antlers, a famous set of calcite (or are they
Gypsum?) formations resembling deer antlers. Fairly near
here is the closest point to Ogof Craig y Fynnon. Antler
passage continues for a long distance on boulder terrain to
eventually reach a 6m chain ladder up. Our description was a
bit subject to interpretation here as to whether the ladder was
the way on, but exhausting other possibilities, up we went. A
calcited high level passage led to the continuation of Antler
Passage. This appeared to go on interminably, leaving some
doubt as to whether we were going the right way, but at least
Pete’s compass bearing looked about right. The passage was a
long succession of up and down boulder strewn passage with
few landmarks.
A degree of concern was felt as time was passing, and a retreat
would have taken us close to our callout time if we failed to
find the way on and out of Ogof Cnwc.
Eventually a large chamber containing the base of a boulder
choke is reached, again the way on is not obvious, even with a
description. A crawl to the right skirts round the edge of the
boulder choke, into more boulder chambers. Luckily we
spotted a rope climb up to guide us up a less than obvious way
on. At this point we felt to be back on track, a bit of a relief,
but this relief was not to last for long!
The rope climb leads into BUSMANS HOLIDAY. Beyond
here is a confusing choice of ways to progress up through
complex boulder chambers, bearing little resemblance to our
description. Those seeds of doubt were strongly felt, and now
we were a very long way from our original way in.
Eventually, following our imagination rather than any
described route, a sound of water was heard, another landmark
in the description. We found a passage with a calcite floor,
which sounded to be correct from the description, and soon
‘OGOF CNWC’ was marked on a little sign!
The continuing route included quite a lot of dug out crawls, a
boulder choke, a scaffolded shaft, then quite a length of very
small crawls, not unlike parts of the Daren entrance series!
Eventually the metal exit door is reached, plus a logbook,
which we filled in. The door opens from inside without a key,
then we were out, into darkness and drizzle after a 7 hour trip.
Route-finding uncertainty must have added at least an hour to
the trip.
Conclusion, a very fine and varied caving trip, with some
spectacular formations and an exit which is by no means an
easy way out. Without a doubt I look forward to some other
trips into this fine cave system.
TUG: 7 hours - Paul Thorne and Pete Wagstaff.
Paul Thorne

Oxlow / Maskhill Exchange cont’d...
There was a fairly decent blue rope on the ramp so following it
down to the fourth pitch, the rope we had for the fourth was
35m so could be belayed a safe distance from the pitch. The P
bolts on this pitch aren’t in ideal positions so with a Y hang on
the left being pulled away from the rock with the P bolt on the
right, to keep the knot as high as possible, I headed down.
On arrival of Pete we headed down west chamber, Pete
dropped his kit and noticed some Blue John in the wall. We
headed on and met up with the other party descending down
Maskhill who had not encountered the same wetness as we
had.
Following a chat, Karen, Pete and I went out of Oxlow with
Pete de-rigging, with the balance out of Maskhill.
TUG 3 ½ hours - Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher,
Keith Slatcher, Sam Garrad, Paul Thorne & Andy Cavill.
Andy Cavill

Friday, 15 November - Ogof Daren Cilau to
Ogof Cnwc (Price’s Dig)
Pete Wagstaff and I travelled very early (04:50 start from
home for me!) to get to Whitewalls for breakfast. Just the two
of us were caving today, but we were able to leave a rescue
callout for Phil to monitor as he was arriving late that evening.
I had never ventured into Ogof Darren Cilau, so after 39 years
of caving thought it was about time to sample the delights of
the notorious entrance series. It had been very wet the
previous week so we were unsure what the entrance pool and
passage would be like. A short walk from Whitewalls and we
located the correct entrance at the west end of the quarry. It is
not locked as it provides its own access control!
The entrance series is about an hour of sustained fairly
strenuous caving, frequently in shallow pools of water
ensuring that legs and arms get wet, but it is possible to keep
one’s chest dry by some energetic manoeuvres. Fairly soon
after the entrance pool the ‘Vice’ is met, which is a narrow
section of rift passage. This would be tight on a well-built
caver, but for us was just strenuous.
A rescue communication telephone wire runs through the
entrance series, with junction boxes at presumed 100m
intervals (the length of a reel of wire). When we reached
number ‘5’ I imagined that we must be nearly at the end of the
517m entrance section.
However, I did not allow for the wire route being much longer
than the passage, and at number ‘8’ we reached the calcite
squeezes. These are a bit wet and low, and go on for quite a
bit but that must be all part of the fun!
A flat-out crawl down through a short boulder choke reaches
JIGSAW PASSAGE, and the start of the larger passages.
From here on a lot of the passages have twin conservation
tapes, and they are really well done, such that each side of the
tape walkways most of the cave we saw was pristine and
untouched – a really fine effort by the original explorers.
Beyond a brief constriction (the WRIGGLE), Jigsaw Passage
reaches THE BIG CHAMBER NOWHERE NEAR THE
ENTRANCE, which contains a log book to assist rescuers
searching for lost souls. We added our plan to the book.
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Starting from the Blaenavon Ironworks heritage site we
followed the old tramway up to Hill Pits past the brake engine
along the Dyne Steel’s incline and down to Pwll Ddu along
the horse tramway to the Garnddyrys Forge then round to the
“Big Drop” incline down to the canal at Llanfoist and along
the canal to meet the relatively modern railway before cutting
back up to re-join the Dynes Steel’s incline and back to
Blaenavon.
All along the first kilometre the ground was disturbed by old
and modern mining with little evidence of landscaping in its
modern format. The humps and hollows remain from the
1600s to the 1900s workings for coal and iron to feed the
furnaces at Blaenavon. Three of these furnaces have been
preserved along with an impressive balance tower, which
seems proportionally large for the job of lifting full trucks to
load the furnaces, but as these were water fed the running cost
were relatively low and carbon footprint small when in use in
1870.
At Pwll Ddu, the Lamb & Fox Pub is now a private residence
and the old caving shack next door a deserted covering. No
evidence of a tunnel opening but quarry, balance shaft pond
and the Garnddyrys old furnace town kept our interest whilst
we stopped for lunch. The iron slag heap still integrated in the
picturesque splendour of the Blorenge hillside. The most
stonework remaining was that of the works pub that served the
1,000 or so workers once employed. The old stories of
company owning the pub and paying the wages of the workers
in the pub with company tokens certainly gives a bleak picture
of the workers conditions.
Followed the hillside East passing the original tunnel (still
accessible but only in wellies) around to the gulley below
Blorenge Hill and then down to the Brecon & Monmouth
Canal following the route of the incline, passing three truck
stations for breaking the steep descent to Llanfoist. The return
route under Gilwern Hill Quarries showed no signs of more
entrances to Draenen.
TAG: 8 hours - Pete Wag & Paul Thorne.
Pete Wagstaff

Saturday, 16 November - Ogof Draenen
Phil and Keith joined us for an interesting 7 hour Ogof
Draenen trip.
Pete Wagstaff

Sunday, 17 November - Agen Allwedd Outer Circle
With water levels still high and our collective dislike of
Southern Stream Passage we researched the Outer Circle route
with an Inner Circle option.
Keith set a good pace through the entrance series and we were
soon at the main passage. Turkey Streamway was reached 45
mins later with perfect route finding.
Upstream passing the flow stone calcite we soon reached the
junction for Coal Cellar Passage, hopefully our route back.
Up to Turkey Pool where Keith and Phil retraced their steps
for a more reasonable exit time.
Me and Paul traversed the deep water and exited the main
stream on the right to crawl into Selenite Passage, however
searching all noticeable leads did not result in a low decorated
passage, so after 30mins of exploration we retraced our steps
and after a unplanned diversion at the second boulder choke
(climbed out of the stream too soon) we exited the cave into
the dark cold night.
Back to Whitewalls for tea and to cancel our agreed call-out.
This was not quite so simple as the mobile number we had did
not work, so we thought as a last option we would phone cave
rescue just before our agreed time and tell them to cancel a
future Aggie call-out. However we did try a second number
and that was good.
TUG: 7 hours - Keith Slatcher, Phil Wall, Pete Wagstaff &
Paul Thorne.
Pete Wagstaff

Monday-Tuesday, 18-19 November
On the Monday and Tuesday Pete and I stayed on to do some
walking to explore the area.
On Monday an 8 hour walk exploring the industrial
Archaeology North East of Blaenavon, including all of Hill’s
tramway, and much more beside. Very interesting, and lovely
weather.
There is loads of interest to see if you do a bit of research
beforehand.
On the Tuesday we had a 6.5 hour walk exploring the Clydach
Gorge. A little fragmented due to the roadworks, but another
good and interesting day.
We totalled about 21 hours caving and 15 hours walking over
the 5 days; a wonderful way to make the most of a long drive
there and back from Dartford!

Tuesday, 19 November – Clydach Gorge
Day 2 of our heritage walk starting at the Clydach Ironworks
and along the old tramways / railways into quarries and past
caves whilst traversing the A465 roadworks on the new
sweeping bridleway bridges.
Managed to traverse 400m of old railway tunnel, descend into
the entrance of Ogof Clogwyn, passed caves in the Clydach
quarries, but did not find Elm Hole (resurgence for Daren).
Devils Bridge is a wonderful location and the temporary path
along the roadworks on the A465 very interesting but again
the sweeping bridge very well sculptured into the landscape
when crossing the roadworks.
Went looking for Waterfall Cave but had no joy and got lost
on the hillside having to retrace our steps alongside the
Blackrock Quarry. Followed the path behind CFY and down
towards Llanelli forge and blast furnace, then back over the
second sweeping bridge and down to the car.
TAG: 5 hours - Pete Wag & Paul Thorne.

Paul Thorne

Monday 18 November – Blaenavon Iron &
Coal Limestone Trail
I always wondered what industrial heritage was hidden in the
south side of the Clydach Gorge, so after consulting an
excellent guide book “Exploring Blaenavon Industrial
Landscape” by Chris Barber we spend a day exploring.
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FROM THE LOG BOOK
De-kitted at the bottom and explored the southwest passage up
to the flooded stope looking up the Copse Shaft and along the
upper stope. Returned then to Chapel Dale level, which must
have been driven partly along a natural rift. Explored the
second level on the right but declined the climb up to older
workings as the rope was calcited up (some time need to put a
hanger up at the top and replace rope to do some more
exploring to see if this has a connection with surface). Carried
on the level to a water inlet just past a shaft on the main level
open to surface. At about 250m water levels increased so
returned to 4 Way Junction.
Followed water down next coffin level to Rift Chamber and
tried to work out water wheel location and how it was fed
from Crimbo Pipe / East Level. Water levels too high to
follow down to sump so returned, to main shaft and exited to
meet ‘Kenneth’ again.
Best to take 1m scaffold bar and short ladder to get in and out
of shaft.
TUG: 3 hours - Pete Wag & Sam Garrad
Pete Wagstaff

WICC
URCHIN PASSAGE MUD CHOKE
Wednesday, 27 March 2019
Installed two drag trays and cleared all debris from first
station. Following solid roof onwards, hopefully will not have
to scaffold if we find a way over the in-fill.
Simon Wynne & Pete Wag
Pete Wagstaff

ELDON HOLE
Saturday, 30 March 2019
Beautiful spring day to descend one of ‘The Wonders of the
Peak. Keith rigged, Simon filmed and Sam photographed
whilst we sun bathed. All down safely, some up through
Millers Chamber to Damocles Rift, two down the impressive
dig and one into the old dig. Rigging up to Millers Chamber is
not much safer than the old rope around floor stalls. Even
though we staggered our exits we met up in the sun on the
north end of the hole. Two hours between first exit and last.
Check out the OCC Facebook page for the film.
UG:
Gareth Harrison, Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher,
Paul Lydon, Simon Wynne, Sam Garrad & Pete Wag.
Pete Wagstaff

WATER ICICLE
Thursday, 2 May 2019
Took down three scaffolding poles to use on the support wall
being built around the dig at the bottom of Rift Pot. Left at the
top of Hope pitch as unsafe to lower down without assistance.
Re-rigged Hope and Charity pitches with clean rope, but could
not reach hanger on far wall of Charity pitch. Need to return
with drill and re-position hanger to give an easy changeover
when descending as the original floor has been cleared away.
Still some loose rocks, but a lot safer.
Drilled some holes in large boulders at the bottom of the dig,
but one took revenge and drew blood, so decided to exit.
TUG: 4 hours - Pete Wag
Pete Wagstaff

WATER ICICLE
Sunday, 7 April 2019
Trip into Cherty Two and down Rift Pot extensions. Pete
descended first and re-rigging final pitch (was pitches, but
now floor has dropped out it’s all one drop). Keeping to right
as you face wall to avoid loose area. Pitch will need rerigging using new rope left in and some deviations put in.
Some serious ‘gardening’ will need doing of area to left (as
facing wall) and small ledges.
Dug in lower corner of aven and dropped floor some 1.5m and
began walling up. Needs scaffold and hilti-capping to
progress - next time.
Exited and Simon and Phil had a look at dig at end of Urchin
passage - muddy, but interesting. Steady exit from cave.
UG: Simon Brooks, Phil Walker & Pete Wag.
Simon Brooks

WATER ICICLE
RIFT POT
Wednesday, 21 May 2019
Put in new hanger on charity pitch to allow easy changeover.
Removed for wall maillon and brought old rope out for
inspection. Still using upper hanger, but lower one gives
better hang. Pitch itself is pretty clean but lots of larger
boulders hiding further up the rift, so take care.
Pete Wagstaff

KNOTLOW
4 WAY SHAFT
Saturday, 27 April 2019
‘Kenneth’ appeared Saturday, so the original caving plan was
dismissed and the option of staying indoors considered,
however it was not snowing so Knotlow subsumed thoughts of
more Water Icicle.
Most gear was already being worn as we motored over to
Monyash and quickly SRT’d up for our descent of the 60m
shaft - 4 Way Junction at the end of the Waterfall pitch coffin
level. Good condition stonework down the shaft with a nicely
built rock arch separating the first 10m. Interestingly for
through bolt hangers have been installed in the shaft to give a
nice split of the shaft to speed up exit (needed on a day like
this).

WATER ICICLE
RIFT POT
Sunday, 26 May 2019
Broke up some large boulders at the bottom and installed an
eye bolt to mount a pulley on to help remove debris. Large
spanner required to tighten eye bolt and then we can mount the
recycled pulley currently in workshop. Hauling rope and
bucket required. Safe place to stand is at the bottom of dig
face, otherwise take care.
Pete Wagstaff
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following a week of western horse riding. A quick blast here
after starting at High Peak Junction, although James was
complaining of tired legs after the two sets of inclines. Only
another ~300 miles to go.
Emma and Liv accompanying as support crew.
Gareth, James, Emma & Liv

KNOTLOW
4 WAY SHAFT
Sunday, 2 June 2019
Nice sunny day after several days of dry weather made a good
day to visit Crimbo Pipe off the main water flowing to the
sump. One tight squeeze along the lower level and then a 7m
climb up to the water that pools near the end of East Level.
Not encouraged to plunge through, so retreated and explored
most of the other passages in this area. Need to look at the
pool from East Level and to see if a dewatering could be
attempted. If dry weather continues may drain naturally.
TUG: 3 hours - Pete Wag & Dan Leyden
Pete Wagstaff

WATER ICICLE CLOSE CAVERN
Wednesday, 10 July 2019
Continued removing infill from end of Urchin Passage. Two
long horizontals in nearly ready to install and the verticals at
Station 2 when infill retreats. Levelled out drag way from
station 1 to 2 so we can now move slips freely. Stacking space
limited, but hopefully will not need any more before break
through. Out for 10:30pm, but Bulls Head closed, so called at
Jug & Glass at 10:45pm and was entertained by an extrovert
Aussie searching for relatives. Beer good and landlady
friendly.
Pete Wag, Phil Walker & Simon Wynne

MINI BREAK
Sunday, 9 June 2019
Plans at home changed at the last minute so thought I’d come
up for a break. Delivered two full gas cylinders then a walk
on Sunday, then catch up with some friends in Buxton. Train
to Furness Vale then Chinley Churn, Edale Cross, Edale,
Castleton, Millers Dale, Chelmorton, Harpur Hill and Buxton.
Time for a quick cuppa before driving home.
TAG: Walking and garden - 11 hours
Gareth Harrison

WATER ICLCLE CLOSE CAVERN
Thursday, 18 July 2019
With four participants, managed to clear station 1 and expose
some more loose boulders from face, but still struggling to get
scaffolding in. Out in time for Bulls Head.
Doug Hobbs (with new car), Phil Walker,
Simon Wynne and Pete Wag

WHALF / HILLOCKS MINES
Saturday, 15 June 2019
Heavy rain during the week restricted our options for a
introductory caving grip for a prospective new member. So
Keith and Paul L descended Whalf Pipe Climbing Shaft whilst
Paul T and I descended through Hillocks. Water pool in the
coffin level was very low and we were soon down to join the
others at the bottom of Whalf Climbing Shaft.
Paul T went to visit the Meccano connection, but turned back
when water appeared; the connection was open, but wet. Then
visited the Coffin Dodgers’ level to see if they had connected
to Hillocks but no evidence. Then visited the lower coffin
level at the bottom of the scree slope, which seem to ran into a
natural sump.
All out safely and back in time for the OCC BBQ.
TUG: 4 hours - Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Paul Thorne,
Pete Wag and Claire Ellis.
Pete Wagstaff

P8
Wednesday, 24 July 2019
Tourist trip round most of the sumps from the high first pitch
and then the older ladder pitch. Traverse still rigged, but first
belay long reach if rigging.
Upstream sump completely dry, but no rope to descend. Next
sump dry-ish as far as we descended, but running water could
be heard below. Missed out lower connection and returned
normal way.
Out to Wanted to a quick pint where we met the Bull Pit
diggers.
Phil Walker, Simon Wynn & Pete Wag.
Pete Wagstaff

VISIT
Sunday, 11 August 2019
Called in at hut with my little 150cc Samos machine. No-one
about, but hut looking very clean and tidy.
Put a few items into Library and left (hopefully dodging rain
showers on the way home).
Simon Brooks

WATER ICICLE CLOSE CAVERN
RIFT POT
Sunday, 16 June 2019
Went with the intention to install scaffolding and hoist at the
bottom of Rift Pot, but we spent too much time assessing the
first chamber. Liberated lots of boulders and stated drilling
the pitch landing boulder.
Needs looking at before
descending.
UG: Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne and Brian Potts.
Pete Wag

VISIT
Sunday, 15 August 2019
G’day,
Popped in to see the place. Great to see it’s still how I
remember it. Hope to be back sooner next time!
Ashley & Emma Richardson

CYCLING HOLIDAY
Sunday-Monday, 7-8 July 2019
Start of our summer holiday cycling the Pennine Bridleway.
Started mid-afternoon on Sunday after flight from Hungary
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LIBRARY ADDITIONS TO AUGUST 2019
Books, Leaflets & DVDs
Originator/Author
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 33
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 34

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 35

Title
Resources of the
Speleology of
Meghalaya State,
India. Part 1
International
Speleological
Project to
Cambodia 2008
(Battambang
Area)
Resources on the
Speleology of
Meghalaya State,
India. Part 2.
Garo Hills

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 36

Vol.

ISBN
etc. No.
16178572

Date
2008

Publ.
BHB

Acc.
No.
1129

Cat/Ref.1
V7.40

16178572

2009

BHB

1130

V7.64

16178572

2009

BHB

1131

V7.40

16178572

2010

BHB

1132

V7.58

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 37

Iran Cave
Directory, 2nd.
Edition.

16178572

2009

BHB

1133

V7.24

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 38

The Unknown
North of Laos,
Part 3. Karst and
Caves of the
provinces
Houaphan and
Oudomxay
Karst and Caves
of Myanmar

16178572

20092010

BHB

1134

V7.16

16178572

2010

BHB

1135

V7.55

Atlas of the Great
Caves and Karst
of South East
Asia. Part 1.
Introduction_
Malaysia
Atlas of the Great
Caves and Karst
of South East
Asia. Part 2.
Myanmar Vietnam
Resources on the
Speleology of
Meghalaya State,
India. Part5.
Syndai,
Nongtalang &
Lakadong
Caves of the
Democratic
Republic of the
Congo.
Exploration,
Science and
History
Karst and Caves
of Ninh Binh
Province
(Northern

16178572

2010

BHB

1136

V7.43

16178572

2010

BHB

1137

V7.55

16178572

2013

BHB

1138

V7.40

16178572

2013

BHB

1139

V7.58

16178572

2014

BHB

1140

V7.59

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 39
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 40

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 41

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 52

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 53

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 55
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Cat/Ref.2

V7.59

Cat/Ref.3

Cat/Ref.4

Vietnam)

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 56

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 57
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 58
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 59
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 60

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 61

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 62
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 63

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 64

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 65

Karst & Caves of
South Vietnam.
Part 2. Provinces
of Dong Nai, Lam
Dong and Quag
Nai
Malaysian Cave
Bibliography (up
to 2014b)

16178572

2014

BHB

1141

V7.59

16178572

2015

BHB

1142

V7.43

Bulgarian
Speleological
Studies in
Albania
Indonesia 19852001, Expeditions
of the Association
Pyrénéenne de
Spéléologie.
Resources fo the
Speleology of
Meghalaya State,
India, Part 6:
Lumshnong / East
Jaintia Hills
Philippines 2014
and 2015:
Mindanao
(Sultanat,
Kudarat) and
Luzon/Kalinga &
Cagayan-Sta
Teresita
Speleological
Expeditions to
Gabon (2013) and
to Mozambique
(2015)
The Unknown
North of Laos,
Part 6, 20142015: Karst and
Caves of the
Provinces Luang
Prabang, Houa
Phan, Oudomxay
and Xieng
Khouang.
International
Speleological
Project to
Cambodia 2016.
Provinces of
Stoneg Treng,
Kampong Speu,
Bateay Meanchey
and Battambang
Atlas of the Great
Caves and the
Karst of
Southeast Asia
(2nd. Edition).
Part 1:
Introduction Malaysia

16178572

2015

BHB

1143

V7.65

16178572

2015

BHB

1144

V7.53

16178572

2015

BHB

1145

V7.40

16178572

2016

BHB

1146

V7.28

16178572

2016

BHB

1147

V7.58

16178572

2016

BHB

1148

V7.16

16178572

2016

BHB

1149

V7.64

16178572

2016

BHB

1150

V7.43
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Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 66

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 67

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 70

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 71

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 72
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 73
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 1

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 2

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 3
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 5
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 6

Atlas of the Great
Caves and the
Karst of
Southeast Asia
(2nd. Edition).
Part 2: Myanmar
- Vietnam
Resources on the
Speleology of
Meghalaya State,
India, Part 7:
Khaddum/East
Jaintia Hills
District
International
Speleological
Project to
Cambodia 2017,
Provinces of Siem
Reap, Banteay
Meanchey, Odda
Meanchey and
Battambang
Mozambique
1998, 1999 and
2015 Expeditions
to the
Cheringoma
Plateau, the Rio
Buzi and to
Buchane
Iran 2000-2003.
(The Show Caves
of Ghar Alisadr
and Ghar
Katalehkhor)
Speleological
Expeditions 2007,
2008 and 2013 to
Gabon (Central
Africa)
Tanzania 19942000, Report on
the International
Speleological
Projects in the
Matumbi Hills
(Kilwa District),
Tanga and
Zanzibar
Mozambique
1998. Report on
the European
Speleological
Project
“Cheringhoma
1998”
Mozambique
1999 Report on
the Speleological
Project “Rio Buzi
1999”
Caves of the
Mizoram
(Speleological
Projects in N.E.
India)
German
Speleological
Campaign
Cambodia 95/96

16178572

2016

BHB

1151

V7.55

16178572

2017

BHB

1152

V7.40

16178572

2017

BHB

1153

V7.64

16178572

2017

BHB

1154

V7.58

16178572

2017

BHB

1155

V7.24

16178572

2017

BHB

1156

V7.58

16178572

2001

BHB

1157

V7.58

16178572

2001

BHB

1158

V7.68

16178572

2001

BHB

1159

V7.58

16178572

2001

BHB

1160

V7.40

16178572

2002

BHB

1161

V7.58
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Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 74

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 75

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 12
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 13
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 14
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 16

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 18
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 19

Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 20
Berliner
Hohlenkundliche
Berichte, Band 21
Tongiorgio, Ezio &
Lamboglia, Nino

Namaghy, Rostam

Karst and Caves
of south Vietnam.
Part 3: The Caves
of Krong no
Volcanic Geopark
(Dak Nong
Province).
Karst and Caves
of Myanmar
(Expeditions to
the Southern Shan
and Kayah States
2014-2017)
Speleological
Project Ghar
Katalehkhor
(Zanjan/Iran)
Madagascar
1991/92 and 2003
(Bemaraha,
Namoroka and
Narinda)
Resources on the
Speleology of
Afghanistan

16178572

2018

BHB

1162

V7.59

16178572

2018

BHB

1163

V7.55

16178572

2004

BHB

1164

V7.24

16178572

2004

BHB

1165

V7.48

16178572

2004

BHB

1166

V766

The Unknown
North of Laos
(Karst and Caves
of the Provinces
Luang Phrabang
and Luang
Namtha)
Resources on the
Speleology of
Jammu and
Kashmir State,
India
Resources on the
Speleology of
Rajasthan,
Gujarat, Punjab
and Haryana
(India); including
the Union
Territories
Daman & Diu,
Dadar & Nagar
Haveli, and the
Municipalities
Delhi and
Chandigarh
Soqotora Karst
Project (Yemen),
2000-2004

16178572

2005

BHB

1167

V7.16

16178572

2005

BHB

1168

V7.40

16178572

2005

BHB

1169

V7.40

16178572

2006

BHB

1170

V7.67

Resources on the
Speleology of
Himachal Pradesh
(India)
Le Grotte di
Toirano

16178572

2006

BHB

1171

V7.40

1984

Insituto
Internazionale
di Studi
Liguri
Bordigheria
The Sheffiled
Edition
(Great
Britain)

1172

V7.5

1173

G

The Anthology of
Speleomusic

6
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A

D

U

Eurobats
Publication Series
Eurobats
Publication Series
Eurobats
Publication Series
Kirby, Matt & St
Lawrence, Hugh

Protecting and
Managing
Underground
Sites for Bats
Protection of
Overground
Roosts for Bats

2

978-929505802-6

2007

Unep-Bonn
Germany

1174

A

4

978-929505817-0

2010

Unep-Bonn
Germany

1175

A

Guidelines for
Surveillance and
Monitoring of
European Bats
Report on the
findings of the
Mulu Caves 2011
Expedition to the
Gunung Mulu
National Park
Sarawak

5

978-929505826-2

2010

Unep-Bonn
Germany

1176

A

1177

V7.43

2011

Periodicals
Originator
British Caving Assn.
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.

Title
Newsletter
Trans. (Cave & Karst
Science)

Vol.
46

No.
36
1

Date
2019 July
2019 April

Chelsea Spel. Soc.
Chelsea Spel. Soc.
Council of Northern Caving Clubs
Derbyshire Caving Assn.

Newsletter

60

10/11/12

Newsletter
Newsletter
Nl. (The Derbyshire
Caver)

61

1/2/03
9
151

2018
Oct/Nov/Dec
2019 Jan/Feb/Mar
2019 March
2019 Spring

267
268
269
80

2019 April/May
2019 June/July
2019 Aug/Sept
2019 Feb

1

2019

Descent
Descent
Descent
Speleogica Societa Italiana

Speleologia

Univ. Bristol Spel. Soc.

Proceedings

29

ISSN

03949761
03737527

Orpheus Publications
Originator

Title

Orpheus Caving Club

Vol.

No.

Date

Ref.No.

Bulletin

146

2019 April

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

147

2019 May

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

148

2019 June

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

149

2019 July

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

150

2019 August (1)

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

151

2019 August (2)
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Cat/Ref.2
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2019
The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Chairman: Jenny Potts

OCC Rep to DCA Meetings:

chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Karen Slatcher

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:

Secretary: Chris Jackson

Jenny Potts

secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:

Treasurer: Tricia Webber

Jenny Potts

treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:

Librarian: Simon Brooks

Paul Lydon

librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Tackle Store Keys held by:

Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff

Ken Morton, Simon Brooks
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon
Keith Slatcher, Chris Jackson
& Phil Wall

lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher
rooneytoons@ntlworld.com

Library Cupboard Keys held by:
Potts, Simon Brooks
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher
Charlotte Heaton

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com

Committee Members:

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:

Doug Hobbs:
doughobbs@gmail.com

Ken Morton, Pete Wagstaff
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher

Paul Lydon:
paul@potholer.org

Clubs with Reciprocal Rights
Mendip Cave Group
Shepton Mallet Caving Club
Red Rose Cave & Pothole Club
South Wales Caving Club

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts
bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL HOPEFULLY BE VOL 55, NO 1-3, JANUARY-MARCH 2020
Please bear in mind that without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send out (apart from my own write-ups and I
imagine you’ll get heartily sick of those!), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve promised to do them!
B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well. If you can email your article
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:
Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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A VERY AQUEOUS JH - 28 SEPTEMBER 2019

Pete Wagstaff and the turning point at the top of the bottom pitch of Bitch Pitch (Photo: Andy Cavill)

Charles Bailey ascending Bitch Pitch (Photo: Andy Cavill)
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OCC PHOTO COMPETITION 2019

UK Underground photo - Winner: Karen Slatcher
“Keith Slatcher in the Dolly Tubs window”

Foreign Underground photo - Winner: Phil Wall
'Jameos del agua', Lanzarote. A lava tube with a reflection pool.

Above Ground photo
Winner: Keith Slatcher
“Above Zugspitz”

Fun photo
Winner: Phil Wall
“At Kedleston”
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